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Trade barriers: Tariffs and Non-Tariff 

Measures (NTMs) 

 Tariffs on agri-products:  

● EU tariffs are on average higher than those of the 
US.  

● At both sides high protection for dairy and meat 
(specific tariffs, TRQs). 

 

 NTMs: differences count  

● regulation and standards (e.g food safety) 

● technical barriers (e.g labelling/packaging 
requirements and compliance/conformity 
assessment procedures) 



Major Non-Tariff Measures discussed and 

their costs 

 

 Important NTMs: growth stimulating feed additives 
and growth hormons, decontimination treatments 
(chlorinated chicken), GMOs, Geographical indicators, 
packaging requirements etc.  

 

 Trade costs of NTMs: ?? Difficult to estimate! 
Estimates indicate EU import price are +60%; US import 
price are +75% because of these costs 

 



Consumer concerns (1) 

 Consumers may benefit from lower prices and from 
regulatory converge (improved traceability and alert 
systems)  

 

 But will mutual recognition of food standards erode 
existing regulatory rules in the EU?  

 

 Concept of food safety based on ‘precautionary principle’ 
versus ‘reasonable certainty of no harm’, showing 
differences in perception of risks in EU and US 

 

 But are EU rules always stricter?  

 



Consumer concerns (2) 

 Negotiators repeatedly state that TTIP is about 
making regulations more compatible, not meaning 
going for the lowest denominator, but rather see where 
divergent rules and standards lead to ‘unnecessary’ 
trade cost (e.g. avoiding duplication and overly 
bureaucratic procedures at the border: ‘cutting red tape 
without cutting corners’).  

 



Investor to State Dispute Settlement 

 

 Conflict mediation: a company can charge against a 
government that breaks the rules of a trade agreement 

 

 In 2013 NL had 92 bilateral investment treaties with a 
ISDS clause (e.g. in CETA) 

 

 Crucial: what is in the treaty?  

 

 Crucial: what is in the ISDS clause?  



What to expect? 

 More rounds of negotiation (14e in July) 

 Further consultations with stakeholders 

 Anxiety increases: 

● At US side much (more) focus on TPP (Trans-Pacific 
Partnership) + presidential elections;  

● in EU frustation wrt negotiations process increases 
(France, Sweden, EU parliament) 

 

 EU Cie: TTIP is to generate jobs and growth, but ‘can’t 
be a deal at any price’ 



End of presentation 

 Questions for clarification? 



How important is agro-food in total trade 

of the EU with US (billion euro, 2013)? 

 



US Food is as safe as in the EU? 





Kostprijs vleeskuikens (ct/kg) 



Aanbiedprijs kipfilet op EU-markt (2011) 


